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The Clearing. How to live together once sea levels rise and Back Water: What should be classi ed as
global economy collapses
post-industrial world?

Part school, part shelter and part folly where people came
together to learn how to live in a post-collapse scenario

In the middle of New Jersey exists a stran
wetlands and wildlife migrations, garbage
ruins of industry, toxic waste sites and a r
story of a civilization’s new frontier

Regine / May 29, 2020 / activism, Anthropocene, architecture, DIY,

Regine / May 21, 2020 / Anthropocene, green, vid

green

The feminist and the manosphere. An interview with
Angela Washko

Angela Washko actively seeks out new ways to facilitate or
enter into conversation with individuals and communities
who have radically different ideas and opinions in an attempt
to create spaces for discussion, productive dissent and
complexity
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Regine / May 14, 2020 / activism, Art in Flanders, games, installation,
interview, life online

mEat me! Food for a post-anthropocent
social

Somewhere else

WOW, a Mailing List
email address

Subscribe

Theresa Schubert multiplied cells from a b
muscles in a serum produced by utilising
artificially grow a piece of in-vitro meat. W
to eat during a live performance
Regine / April 14, 2020 / bio, bioart, biotech art,

Quantum: In Search of the Invisible
Upcoming: Art & Animals in the Age of
Engineering

The show presents 10 projects by artists who have spent time
at CERN discussing with engineers and particle physicists
Regine / March 30, 2020 / art in Brussels, science

Survival of the ttest. Nature and high-tech in
contemporary art

Announcing online classes that will explo
Microscopic and massive. Extinct, endang
lab-grown or “tech-augmented”
Regine / March 25, 2020 / art with animals, bio, b
something about me

Art as We Don’t Know It
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An exhibition in Erlangen (DE) looks at the role that
technology can play to ensure or threaten the future of our
planet
Regine / March 16, 2020 / Anthropocene, artificial intelligence, bio,
biotech art, installation

B-hind. Celebrating the internet of anal things

What worlds are revealed when we listen
The B-Hind devices demonstrates all the tensions inherent to photographs with yeast or use biosignals t
an Internet of Things that inhabit the body without being
noticed
Regine / February 27, 2020 / bio, body, gadgets, performance,
wearable

autonomous virtual organisms?

Regine / March 9, 2020 / Anthropocene, art with

César
Escudero
Andaluz.
book reviews,
green,
science So many ways to
surveillance capitalism

Propositions for Non-Fascist Living. Tentative and Urgent

Artists, theorists, activists, and scholars propose concrete
forms of non-fascist living as the rise of contemporary
fascisms threatens the foundations of common life
Regine / February 17, 2020 / activism, book reviews, democracy,
politics
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The Manifesto of Rural Futurism

Ingrid Torvund. Nature and macabre cr

Using sound art and technocultures to better understand the
complexity of rural areas and to challenge discourses of
capitalism that marginalise rural territories
Regine / February 3, 2020 / activism, bio, Manifesta, sound

TAKE me BACK to JUPITER! An arcade game played by humans
Torvund’s eerie short films draw on tradit
and house ies

folklore, Christian symbols and science fic
Regine / January 31, 2020 / art

The artist’s critical approach to technology
works such as an orchestra of musical ins
for Bitcoins, a 3D printable kit to cut unde
a Bitcoin mining machine that claims to b
etc.

Socially
Engaged20,Art
in/ gadgets,
Contemporary
C
Regine
/ February
2020
money, pol
Below

The experiment has several goals: to “entertain” all players, to
invite to a reflection on non-human consciousness but also to
offer an opportunity to rethink the way we view “annoying
insects”
Regine / January 24, 2020 / art with animals, bio, games

Interview with Rachel Uwa, founder of the School of
Machines, Making & Make-Believe

A growing movement of soft cultural activ
artists, curators and art critics who believ
responsibility to engage directly with Chin
Regine / January 22, 2020 / activism, art from ch
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Taboo ‒ Transgression ‒ Transcenden

I talked to the founder of a school where students learn new
skills, manipulate new tools but also get to examine the
political and human dimensions of technology
Free to download, the proceedings of the
essays and visual documentation that exp
Regine / January 13, 2020 / art in Berlin, interview, schools
forbidden and the aesthetics of liminality
with technology and science…

Asstral Traveler: A sex toy to connect with “deep time”

Regine / January 6, 2020 / bio, bioart, biotech art

Asunder. Could AI save the environmen

Thomas Hämén used coprolite from a dinosaur that lived
about 140 million years ago to sculpt a device for anal
stimulation, in an attempt to make us connect with geologicalAn installation exposes the unpalatable co
driven management of the environment
or “deep time”
Regine / December 30, 2019 / art, Art in Turin and Milan, artissima,

Regine / December 20, 2019 / AI - Artificial Intell

sex

installation

Guido van der Werve. Casually setting h
Heba Y. Amin. The toxic legacy that European ideas of progress
walking in front of an icebreaker and
left on the Egyptian landscape
Warsaw to Paris
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Setting himself on fire, walking in front of
the frozen water cracks behind him, going
triathlon from Warsaw to Paris, standing
24 hours… Guido van der Werve knows h
attention
Regine / December 13, 2019 / book reviews, perf

The face: a territory of cultural confro

With fearlessness and humour, the artist weaves
uncomfortable threads between the past and present to
explore issues such as colonialism, landscapes, social
structures and the exercise of power are mediated by
technologies

Prospecting Ocean. The extractivist Wild West
Regine / December 9, 2019 / activism

Linke’s exhibition scrutinises seabed mining and other forms
of extraction and the effects they might have on marine life
Investigating everything from historical m
and communities
Instagram posts, Helfand examines how t
perceived and represented over time; how
Regine / November 19, 2019 / Anthropocene, deep sea creatures,
instrumentalized by others; and how we h
photography
our own purposes
Regine / December 2, 2019 / book reviews, photo
sousveillance

The Drone Chronicles 2001-2016
Bio- ction Science Art Film Festival. Th
edition (part 2)
https://we-make-money-not-art.com
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A duo of books explores how a technology born in a purely
military context has found its place in every single aspect of
our life

BioScience
Art/ book
Filmreviews
Festival. Part 1: short ctionDocumentaries, a demo of how to type on
Regine /ction
November
5, 2019
mind and discussions about the ethical di
lms about neurotechnology
brain”
Regine / November 1, 2019 / science

Moving from medical field to personal enhancement, from
non-invasive methods to implanted devices, neurotechnology
has the potential to radically change our brain and bodies,
raising a series of dilemmas and concerns…
Regine / October 29, 2019 / bio, body, cyborgs, science, video
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